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Aurora model range

Aurora • Aurora Leisure • Aurora XL • Arora Leisure XL

Aurora Range
All WildAx motorhomes have 2 main
design features:
To be fully winterised, and as such are independently
tested to ensure that we offer the maximum protection
for usage in cold weather. The standardised test we use
involves temperatures down to minus 20 deg C. This is
achieved by ensuring the entire motorhome is fully
insulated including the water tanks that have a 12v
frost protection system installed. Our motorhomes all
have the Truma iNet installed as standard enabling your
Truma Combi to be controlled from an app on your
phone!
To be wild camping ready. This is achieved in a
number of ways. We use low power consumption parts
where possible including LED lighting and 3 way fridges.
All our water tanks are custom made to our designs giving
a full 100 litre capacity for both fresh and waste water.
Also as standard there is an underslung reﬁllable LPG tank
(20/30 litres). All our motorhomes use a 100 Ahr leisure
battery to give an impressive 2-4 days off mains without
engine start. We are also pre-wired for solar panel
ﬁtment as this is a very popular optional extra.

The Aurora range is built on two lengths with two rear
layouts. The Aurora has a large 6ft 2" by 4ft 6" rear
ﬁxed folding bed which offers a huge under-bed storage
area accessed from the rear, the front or by lifting the
bed which clips up in the vertical position.
The Aurora Leisure differs in that the rear area is made
up of two sofas which slide together to form a double
bed. This gives you the added seating area to the rear
of the van with ample storage under the seats.
The Leisure versions also is equipped with two side
windows in the rear. Both versions have a spacious
seating area in the front that when not in use as a
seating/dining area can be arranged as a 6ft single
bed.
• Aurora - 3 belts, 3 berth. 5.99m long
• Aurora Leisure - 3 belts, 3 berth. 5.99m long
• Aurora XL - 3 belts, 3 berth. 6.36m long
• Aurora Leisure XL - 3 belts, 3 berth. 6.36m long

Base Vehicle
Citroen Relay Euro 6.2, 2.2 Hdi 140 BHP, 6 speed manual.
The Citroen Relay is a great quality vehicle giving more
than enough power and very low emissions with the
Euro 6 engine. Running costs are low with one of the
best fuel economy ﬁgures on the market with ﬁgures
reported in excess of 40 mpg by our customers.
Dimensions
Length = 5.99m/6.36m
Width = 2.05m (not incl mirrors)
Height = 2.75m
GVW = 3500kg.
Payload depends on ﬁnal spec (from circa 440kg)

WildAx Standard Equipment
Pass Air Bag
Cruise Control
Air Conditioning
Sat Nav
Rear parking sensors
Rear parking camera

Alloy Wheels
Metallic Paint
Bluetooth
DAB touch screen stereo
Leather steering wheel/gear knob
LED DRL's

We offer a number of exterior and interior colour
choices to enable you personalise your motorhome.
Aurora/Aurora Leisure
£52,675 (ex-works)
Aurora/Aurora Leisure XL £54,675 (ex-works)
Does not include ﬁrst registration fee and RFL
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Kitchen
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3 burner hob / oven / grill
90 litre fridge/freezer or full height 142 litre fridge/freezer (XL)
Microwave (XL)
Extra slide out worktop
Sink with Mixer Tap
Flip Top Bin
Large storage cupboards with slide out pantry and cutlery drawer

Washroom
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Shower with mixer tap and Riser rail
Sink with mixer tap
Mirror
High level hanging rail
Cassette toilet
Towel / toilet roll holder
Storage area
Roof window/vent

The WildAx Story so far . . .
Our decision to move closer to the motorway brought
us to Elland. Over the years we have grown in size and
production output, making a move necessary to our
current 20,000 square foot factory in Elland in 2018.
All our motorhomes are built to an exacting standard
and are compliant with all regulations. As members of
the NCC we are rigorously assessed to these standards
including random inspections.
In 2017 we also became part of the Rapido Group of
companies making us part of one of the largest motorhome production groups in Europe. We are proud to
produce our motorhomes completely in the UK and
take great care to make a super high quality hand-made
product. Our motorhomes are sold throughout the UK
through a network of friendly agents.

Habitation and Plumbing
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Custom designed 100 litre fresh and waste water tanks
Both water tanks insulated/winterised with heaters
Reﬁllable 20 litre LPG tank (30 litre on XL)
Truma Combi 4e Gas/Electric hot water and blown air heating
Digital timer controls for Truma Combi with iNet installed
Standard sockets - 3 x 230v, 1 x 12v, 2 x USB
Choice of furniture ﬁnish
Multiple heating outlets
100 Ahr leisure battery
Pre-wire for Solar Panel
Nature Pure Water Filter and Tap - £400
Second 100 Ahr leisure battery - £200
All LED lighting - low power consumption
Storage pockets
Cab Remis window blinds
Digital aerial with interior 12v/aerial socket
19 inch TV/DVD mounted on bracket - £495
3 belted seats
2 x Heiki double glazed tilt/slide roof windows 400 x 400 / 500 x 700
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Exterior
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LED awning light
Electric slide out step
3.75m Awning - £850
4.0m Awning - £900
Bike Rack (2 Bikes) - £495
External BBQ outlet - £200
Tow Bar with single electrics - £495
120W solar panel - £500
Thatcham Category 1 alarm - £450
Thatcham Category 1 alarm and tracking system (£95/yr) - £650

Vehicle Options
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Colour coded front bumpers
Automatic Climate Control - £700
Upgrade to a Fiat Ducato 9 speed Auto 140BHP - £2600

Agents Stamp

Information is correct at time of going to press and may be varied at any time.
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